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"This guy who I interviewed knows more about how to please a woman than practically anyone else alive. He truly is the real deal."

~ David DeAngelo, doubleyourdating.com

"I read your book 'Secrets of Female Sexuality' last evening and I can't thank you enough for the valuable information. It just blew me away... finally someone understood me.

"I truly believe this book is the key to a successful loving partnership. If everyone out there would read this book, all the therapists would go out of business; no one would need them anymore.

"This should be a mandatory read for both Women and the Men we so dearly love and appreciate when they are being MEN and allowing us to be WOMEN!"

~ Jean, Maryland

"I started reading your book 'The Secrets Of Female Sexuality' and I had to continue until I finished it. You are right on the money!!! The 4 things a woman wants is so true. When someone asks what I am looking for, I tell them just that.

"The problem is, the majority of men think they are giving you that and they are sooooo far off. I am definitely going to recommend this book to my male friends as well as my female friends.

"The reasons you describe why a woman goes outside her marriage really hit home. They are all so true.

"I truly believe every guy who seriously wants to have a great relationship with a woman read this material. All 3 of your books are very well written, and should be recommended to anyone who is interested in a fulfilling relationship. Heck, all men should be 'required' to read this stuff. Sex
therapists should be sharing your name with their clients. Had any of my partners had this information years ago, my life sure would have turned out differently!!

"This stuff is awesome! You did a wonderful job at putting this together and I will definitely spread the word!! Thanks!! Keep up the great work!!"

~ Cindy, Michigan

"As a woman I think that in fact what you are doing is a public service for women everywhere."

~ Val, Orange County California

"David, all bookstores in the United States should throw away every book on sexuality for straight men and hang a sign with a link to your website. No man will ever need anything else."

~ Jay, Boston Massachusetts

"Thanks David, for taking this subject out of the garb of mystery and teaching it to normal guys to help them on the road to fulfillment in their lives."

~ Scott M., Ireland

"I say again, you are the voice in the wilderness and the best source of information and encouragement for us guys who enjoy giving women incredible orgasms. Keep up the great work."

~ Jim G., Georgia
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The information in this program is for entertainment purposes only. It is not to be taken as legal or medical or personal advice. You assume full responsibility for the consequences of your own decisions and actions. David Shade Corporation will not be held liable in any manner whatsoever stemming from your use of the information in this program.

You must always practice safe protected sex. There are other books and resources from qualified medical professionals to teach you how to do that. This program assumes that you always practice safe protected sex as directed by qualified medical professionals.

This program discusses highly controversial sexual activities. Neither David Shade Corporation nor the author of this program assume any responsibility for the exercise or misuse of the practices described herein.

There is a real and absolute distinction between explicit consensual acts between consenting adult partners for their mutual pleasure and all acts of violence against unconsenting partners. Imposing any sexual activity on a reluctant or unwilling partner (or anyone who cannot give legal consent) is a criminal offense. Further, state laws vary: some sexual activities, even between consenting adults, are illegal in certain jurisdictions.

By reading this program you agree to all of the agreement on this page. If you cannot agree to this agreement, do not read this program and immediately return this program for a full refund.

If you do agree to the agreement on this page, then read on, play nice, give women incredible pleasure, and enjoy...
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First of all, let me explain that this information only pertains to mentally healthy women. In fact, it best fits women who are intelligent, high self-esteem, and highly sexual.

And when I say, “women this” and “women that”, I mean MOST women. Certainly there are exceptions to everything.

And this only applies to women who you intend to see on a continuing basis. It does not apply to one night stands. The most important reason for this is because only women who take you seriously are going to respond to this.

Remember, when you lead a woman, you are responsible for her. As they say. “With great power comes great responsibility.”
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Everything That Society Told Us Is A Lie

Movies, television shows, stories, what other people told us, what our parents told us, what women told us, all that “social conditioning,” told us that we had to talk women into having sex. It almost made it seem as if sex for a woman was a chore she performed, an obligation she fulfilled, only as a reward for us spending money and attention on her.

That single misguided piece of social conditioning had me perplexed for years.

For me it was a belief that was hindering me; a self sabotaging belief. I was determined to crush it by finding the truth, and then to replace that belief with empowering beliefs based on reality.

I began to realize that all the social conditioning was not jiving with what was actually happening in reality.

During my 20s, most of my girlfriends absolutely loved sex. It’s not that they initiated it, but they would hint at it and then the moment I would initiate it, they would jump on it. And then in my marriage, my wife had to have it every single night. From my point of view, it appeared that women loved sex.

So in my phone sex phase after my divorce, I tried a cruel experiment. Some of those women that I talked with on the phone, I met up with in person. We’d meet at a neutral place, have a drink, and then go to her place.

What I would do is I would get her naked on the bed, and then I’d hesitate. I’d stall for as long as I could. If she persisted further, I’d tell her, “I’m not really ready for this yet” or, “I think maybe this is moving too quickly.” Basically, I was purposely NOT going to have sex with them, just to see what would happen.

What happened is they got PISSED! Either they’d be insulted and start sulking, or they’d cuss me out. One woman even called me a coward! I made peace with them, got back on their good side, and then obliged them. And then they went at it to such a degree as to make themselves look selfish.
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I laugh now as I remember back on it, but it proved something very important to me:

Women Love Sex!

Women actually WANT to have sex! Not as a reward to ‘a nice guy,’ but simply because WOMEN LOVE SEX!

That, along with the stories that women shared with me over the phone, along with all the factual evidence from reality, clearly showed that not only do women love sex, but in fact women are far more ‘sexual’ than men.

Further evidence of this can be found in any woman’s fantasy book, such as “My Secret Garden” by Nancy Friday. That will open your eyes. Women have elaborate intricate fantasies beyond anything men can imagine. For women, it is largely mental and emotional, and about being “taken” and “ravaged.”

So, more accurately...

Women Love To Get FUCKED!

That does NOT mean that women want to be raped. Certainly NOT! Rape can potentially destroy a woman’s sexuality for life.

But in the context of consent, mental stimulation, emotional rapport, and trust, women love to be taken and ravaged and fucked hard.

I always thought that women only liked to “make sweet love.” And they certainly sometimes do, as do I. But they sometimes also like to get fucked! So I started doing that. And they got crazy!

I pushed the envelope even further. While fucking them hard, I would start to talk dirty. They got crazier!
During my last two years of college, I had a college sweetheart who I found to be very cute and sexy. She also happened to be very intelligent, very high self-esteem, and extremely sexual.

We had very good sex. We did it often and always had simultaneous orgasms.

One day she said to me, “As you know, I love horses. Well, I also admire how they are very animalistic when they have sex. And when we do it doggy style, I sometimes imagine that I am a horse and that I am being very animalistic.”

I couldn't believe what I was hearing. But of course I said, “Oh good Baby, I love that you are able to feel animalistic.”

I had certainly heard that women like to be “animalistic.” I never really thought that they went as far as to imagine they were an animal!

So, the next time we did it doggy style, I said to her, “Oh yeah Baby, you are being very animalistic!”

She got even more excited. I couldn't believe I was saying this.

I took a big gulp of courage and I said, “You are so animalistic, just like a horse. Whinny like a horse!”

She started making horse noises! And she started going crazy!


I continued, “Oh yeah Baby, make like a horse! You’re getting fucked like an animal!”

She went ballistic. She started screaming in orgasmic ecstasy.

I couldn't believe it. It was so “foreign” to me. But hell, it worked, and very powerfully. Truth is found in reality.

My next girlfriend had no interest in horses, but she did like to be animalistic. I altered what I said to fit the situation. It worked amazingly well.

I was onto something. I varied it further with each subsequent girlfriend. I moved it from being animalistic to being slutty. That worked even better.
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I found that the more vulgar and raunchy I got, the more excited they would get.

Women Love Dirty Talk!

I pushed the envelope even further. I would see how very naughty I could make them be.

I would make a fantasy scenario where she is a very naughty little school girl who was caught masturbating, and I am the mean disciplinary principal. I would spank her and tell her how naughty she is and how she needs to be disciplined. “You’re being very naughty! You will learn to be a good girl! You are being so naughty, but you want to be a good girl! Come like a good girl!” This would consistently result in powerful orgasms.

One woman I dated was the executive assistant for the president of a huge corporation. She was very proper, conservative, and wore Liz Claiborne suits. She owned a condo on a lake. I would take her out to the beach and fuck her on the picnic table where anyone with binoculars could see. I told her, “You love getting fucked where everyone can see you. You are so very naughty!” Then I brought her into her condo and fucked her in every room of her house telling her, “You love to get fucked! You can’t get fucked enough!” She would almost lose consciousness with the long string of orgasms.

Women Love To Be Naughty!

I wanted to see how naughty I could make them be, even to the point of doing very taboo things.

Anal sex has always been a man’s fantasy, but I thought women didn’t want to have anything to do with it. How wrong I was.

I would make them feel very naughty, and then I’d use that to tell them that they are even naughtier because they want to be very taboo and get fucked up the ass.
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Then I’d train them to have anal orgasms and then I’d fuck them up the ass! Very taboo.

**Women Love To Be Taboo!**

I had read stories about women being tied up. So I tried that.

I would tie her hands to the bed posts so that her arms were outstretched and she was restrained to the bed, unable to get away. Then I’d remind her how she is so very helpless to me and I intend to do with her as I please and have my way with her.

Then I’d tease her with oral stimulation and hold her right on the edge. Then I’d ravage her by fucking her hard, which always resulted in spectacular orgasms. They loved it!

**Women Love To Be Dominated!**

I pushed things further, even to the point of making her seem like a slut. I found that women responded powerfully to that.

I would say to women, while fucking them doggy style up the ass and pulling their hair, “You love to get fucked up the ass like the slut that you are!” They got even crazier!

As an extreme example of making a woman be a total slut, I brought one girlfriend to an on-premise swinger’s club where sexual intercourse among couples happens in a large room as others watch.

I had her select a single man that she found attractive, and then he and I double penetrated her while everybody watched while I said to her “You love to get fucked hard by two men! Show me how you love to get fucked! You love getting fucked hard like the slut that you are!” She was screaming in continuous simultaneous vaginal and anal orgasms.

Needless to say, she became even more wildly crazy about me. Powerful stuff.
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It just goes to show...

Women Love To Be Slutty!

Now that does NOT mean that women want to be sluts. Certainly NOT! But in the correct context, with her trusted lover, women love to become ruthlessly expressive sexual creatures.

It appears that anything that is taboo is even more exciting, simply because it IS forbidden. It is that contrast, that dichotomy.

Simply because it smacks at the general definition of what it means to be a “proper” woman is what makes it exciting.

And, interestingly, the better the sex is, the more she has to have it!

You might think that when a woman is getting really good sex that she would be satisfied and not need it any more often. But that could not be further from the truth. In actuality, when a woman is wildly crazy about her man and the sex is fantastic, she gets even hornier. She can’t get it enough!

Women Are Horny Monsters!

In many cases, women are far hornier than men. One woman I knew who was in her late 30’s told me, “I get so damn horny! I feel like a 16 year old boy. It’s not fair!” Another woman told me, “It gets worse at the time I ovulate. Every man I see with a cute butt I want to jump him right then and there and ride him hard!”

But women ONLY do these things when led by a man. They cannot do it themselves. They cannot initiate themselves. They can’t even suggest it because that would be contrary to being a woman. She needs a man to lead her.

Women NEED Men!
But where is she going to find such a man? Men like this are extremely rare. That’s what makes the Masterful Lover such a precious find.

Now let’s get back to social conditioning.

Why did all that social conditioning want us to believe that women didn’t like sex that much? It appears that there are a number of reasons for this.

Social conditioning protects women from men who only want to use women for sex. If social conditioning trains people to believe that women must first be in love to have sex, or must first be in a committed relationship, then women always have a defense against men who view women as simply objects.

It keeps young women in check. If parents teach their children that sex is only for love and marriage, then maybe their children won’t go out and have sex and get pregnant.

Interestingly, the social conditioning does parallel the reality of being a woman to some degree. What I mean by that is the following. Most women are sexually submissive. They do not initiate sex. Instead, they respond to their man when he initiates. And most women prefer it that way. Women are excited by the fact that their man is excited by her. Women love to be desired and “taken” by their man. It makes her feel feminine and beautiful.

Unfortunately though, women are also victims to social conditioning. Social conditioning is interpreted to mean that any woman who loves sex must be a slut. This has caused great frustration for women.

Even though women love sex, they’d never admit it to a stranger. It would make them appear as a slut. And it would invite advances from men who objectify women.

The advantage of all this social conditioning is that since it is against social norms for a woman to love sex, it makes it even more exciting WHEN a woman demonstrates that she loves sex. Anything that is taboo is even MORE exciting because it IS taboo.

Always Leverage Taboos!

www.Masterful-Lover.com
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To further complicate things, most of us men have been raised to be proper polite gentlemen, and we have been taught that to suggest sex to a woman would insult her because it would insinuate that she is a slut.

That piece of social conditioning hinders men and puts men in a predicament. A man wants to be sexual with the woman he is interested in, but he can’t suggest it because it would insult her.

The woman certainly can’t suggest it because that would define her as a slut. And besides, women are sexually submissive, they prefer that the man initiate.

That’s where YOU come in. You are going to be that precious find. You are going to lead her. You are going to allow her to finally experience ALL those things she has always wanted to experience but was too inhibited to do or had never met a man who could lead her.

Here is the most important thing that men need to understand, yet it is one of the toughest things for men to accept...

**Women are far more sexual than men**

In fact, women are far more sexual than most men can even comprehend.
What Women REALLY Look For In Men

This discussion is in the context of women who are for the most part emotionally healthy. First of all, you should only be concerned about emotionally healthy women, and secondly, emotionally unhealthy women are driven by unhealthy needs.

This discussion is also in the context of what women look for in the men that they might consider for a relationship. This does not apply to one-night stands, as women do not take such men as seriously.

So, what do emotionally healthy women look for in the men they take seriously?

Don’t Ask Women

When women are asked what they look for in men, they usually say something like “a sense of humor” or “a nice guy.” But that is not what they really respond to.

The fact is that most women are unable to articulate what it is they really look for.

Every woman grew up knowing exactly the way it would make her feel to have the ideal man. It is that feeling she must have when a handsome stranger sweeps her off her feet. A woman does not choose a man because of who he is; she chooses him because of how it makes her feel.

What Do Women Want? It Is An Age Old Question

Certainly a woman who is 21 wants something completely different than a woman who is 31. And we already know that women want a man that she can trust and respect.

So what is it? The trail of clues begins when she was very small...
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While she was growing up and learning what it means to be female, she developed elaborate sexual fantasies. Early fantasies often begin as crushes. Typically she concentrated her romantic hopes and dreams on a movie star who she will never actually meet. In this context, she can imagine being in love without the complications of reality. It gives her mental practice at being desired, valued, and appreciated.

She grew up in the social conditioning that it is feminine and proper to be sexually submissive, and that it is unacceptable to be sexually forward. By being sexually submissive, she can enjoy sexuality without assuming blame for it. She can be “slutty” without being a “slut.” Thus, she can be fully sexually expressive by simply following the lead of her man.

Therefore, in order for her to have a fulfilling sexual life, she is going to need a man who can lead her, such that she can experience those things that make her feel the way she has always wanted to feel. So she needs a man that she respects, because she will only follow the lead of a man that she takes seriously.

And in order for her to surrender to him, she needs to trust him. Only then can she give in to total abandonment.

She may also have fantasized about taming a rebel by teaching him how to love. This is the typical story in any romance novel. He is strong and independent. She makes him fall in love with her, a love affair that transcends all others. At the same time, she nurtures her own self-esteem and independence by imagining a lover who believes in her. He admires her for her intelligence and courage.

So, she needs a man who can lead her and she needs a man who will respect her.

Thus, the life of an adult woman is one of dichotomies. In her everyday life, she wants to feel like a lady, respected, and admired. But in the bedroom, she wants to be sexual; she wants to be fucked like the slut that she loves to be. That sounds like a contradiction. But she doesn't see it as that. It's what defines her as a woman.

The question really should be:
What Do Women Actually Respond To?

Reality is there for all of us to observe...

When you observe relationships, you find that some relationships are more fulfilling and successful than others. For the successful relationships, both people are getting all the things they need. In the relationships that are not fulfilling, one or more of either of the two people's needs are not being met. This gives us a clue as to what women need.

She Knows When Something Crucial Is Missing...

When you observe women who went outside of their marriage, you find that they are obtaining that which they were missing in their marriage. For example, if the sex is boring, she will get an exciting lover. If the sex in the marriage is acceptable, but she feels that she is not being treated with respect, she will find a man who will treat her with respect. If she does not have emotional intimacy in her marriage, she will go out and have an emotional affair. When women go outside of their marriage, they are looking to have one or more of their needs met. For some women, if it takes two different men in order to get all her needs met, she'll do it.

Examples Of Various Men In A Woman's Life...

The answer can be found by observing the various men that a woman has been with in her life. The various men met some of the needs, but not all of them.

The Bad Boy

For example, take the all-famous classic bad boy. The bad boy gives her exciting sex. And because he is very masculine, he makes her feel sexy. But he is a self-absorbed jerk who cheats on her. She does not feel appreciated, and she probably is unable to feel any emotional connection. She often becomes addicted to him because the sex is so good and she feels so very sexual. She will try in vain to
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tame him, but it is fruitless. In an emotional breakup, she finally leaves him for good. At least the high self-esteem woman finally leaves him for good.

The Nice Guy

Then there's the classic nice guy wimp. He makes her feel appreciated, and he is able to establish an emotional connection with her. Unfortunately though, he's boring, or he's not masculine, so she doesn't feel sexy and doesn't feel turned on about sex. She'd love to marry him, because he'd be perfect for a family, but for some reason she keeps delaying the engagement. It's because he doesn't make her feel like a sexual creature.

The Emotionally Unavailable Guy

The closest she might get to the ideal relationship is the emotionally unavailable guy. He's not a wimp, and he's not a jerk. He may be masculine and give her good sex. He may be a gentleman and make her feel very appreciated. But there's one important thing missing; he's not emotionally available. She never feels emotionally connected to him. This is probably the biggest complaint women have. She found the ideal guy in all respects, but damnit, he's not emotionally available. She tries over and over to get him to open up to her, but it never happens. Women are emotional creatures, and they need it, so she eventually leaves.

The Gay Friend

There are other men in her life. There's her gay friend. She loves hanging out with him because he makes her feel sexy and he really makes her feel appreciated. She has a lot in common with him, but damnit, he's gay, and thus not an option.

The Mysterious Lover

And then there's the occasional mysterious lover. For many reasons she'd never ever consider him seriously for anything, but damn, the
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sex is good. Once every few months, when she is bored with how things are going for her, she'll call him up and go over for one thing, and one thing only; for the sex. And then she leaves hoping she will soon find the ideal man.

The Married Man

And finally, as one last example, there's the married man. Only low self-esteem women allow themselves to become a mistress, or in other words, a woman who wants what she can't have. He gives her exciting sex, he makes her feel sexy, and they share a deep emotional connection. But he won't leave his wife. So she doesn't feel special. And because she is low self-esteem, it is very difficult for her to leave. But let's get back to high self-esteem women.

So, those were examples of men in her life. As you can see, one or more of her needs are not being met in each example. And by looking at what is missing, you can conclude what she has to have.

Women may not know it, and most of them certainly cannot articulate it, but women need four things in order to be fulfilled.

There Are Four Things Women Must Have

First, she needs to feel appreciated for the unique individual that she is. She needs to feel special, unlike any other woman. And she needs to know that her man supports her in her endeavors.

Second, she needs to feel that deep intimate emotional connection. She needs to have that emotional intimacy with her man. It's a connection she shares only with him.

Third, she needs to feel like a woman. She needs to feel beautiful, sexy, and feminine. She needs to enjoy all those things that come with being a woman.
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And finally, she needs hot passionate sex. She needs to be seduced, enticed, teased, and satisfied, over and over again. She needs to experience new things, in new ways, including fantasies and roles. It makes her feel desired, affirmed, and alive.

If Only She Could Have All That She Needs

Imagine if she could meet a man who met all of her needs. A man who made her feel appreciated, a man who evokes a deep powerful emotional connection with her, a man who makes her feel feminine and womanly and sexy, a man who gives her hot passionate sex. It's the kind of thing women dream about.

Through her life experiences she begins to understand what she must have in a man. Some look for it in handsome men, some in popular men. She must have that feeling. But through a process of trial and error, including disappointment and despair, she begins to understand what she doesn't want in a man. Like that guy who cheated on her, or that guy who was too much of a marshmallow.

If she meets a man who is exciting, she finds that he is reckless. So she looks for a man who is considerate, but he becomes boring. So she goes with a man who is macho, but he ends up being uninteresting. So she seeks a man who is intelligent, but he is sexually bland. So she takes a man who is dominant, but he is in every way demanding.

If she could only meet a man who had all the things that could make her feel what she needed to feel. A man who is exciting without being reckless, considerate without being boring, macho without being uninteresting, intelligent without being bland, and dominant without being demanding. That sounds like a contradiction. But it's not. A man does not have to be reckless to be exciting, and he does not have to be boring to be considerate. But most men don't understand that. Which is why women say....
A Good Man Is Hard To Find

So, when I talk to women, they light up when I talk about this. I will say to her, “I have asked women what they look for in a man, and what they tell me is...” (And I hold out my left hand to the side) “On one hand, they find a man who is exciting, but he is reckless and inconsiderate.” (And I hold out my right hand to the side.) “And on the other hand, they find a man who is considerate, but he is boring.” (And then I point both of my hands to myself.) “If there could be just one man who has both, who is exciting AND considerate.” They love that. And it all gets linked to me!

It is obvious why it is important that all four things be there. A woman is most fulfilled when she is with a man that she has everything with. But here is the extremely important aspect of all four things being there:

When All Four Things Are There
Each Thing Becomes Even More Powerful

That is when she is with a man that she is wildly crazy about. That is when she can allow herself to become completely naked to him in every way. That is the pinnacle. That is when she is with a Masterful Lover.
Masterful Lover Resources

In my “Give Women Wild Screaming Orgams,” I write about the correct knowledge and beliefs to being a Masterful Lover. This includes sexual techniques for giving women incredible pleasure, being comfortable with her sexuality, and developing the enabling beliefs for sexual confidence.

www. Masterful-Lover.com/wildscreaming

In my audio CDs, I tell you “one step at a time” how you can use a woman's fantasies to lead her to become a ruthlessly expressive sexual being; “How To Set The Foundation For A Wild Sexual Relationship.” And I tell you how to use sexy dirty talk to drive her wild with excitement; “The Art of Sexy Dirty Talk.”


In my book "The Secrets of Female Sexuality," you'll discover what it means to ‘Be The Man’ that women desire and respond to. This also includes the really advanced far out stuff for giving women indescribable pleasure.


In review: Start out with “Foundations.” Get good at the sexual techniques and develop your sexual confidence. Then move to the audio CDs. Get good at using sexy dirty talk. Then get into the really advanced stuff with the “Advanced Sexual Hypnosis.”
THE SECRETS OF FEMALE SEXUALITY

And you can learn everything you need to know to get your woman to want to have a threesome with you and another bi-sexual woman. You can make your fantasy a reality, simply by learning these time-tested techniques in this program. Featuring 5 experts, including 2 bi-sexual women and 2 world famous pick-up artists, all of whom have had multiple threesomes. “THREESOMES - The Secrets To Making Your Fantasy A Reality” is the premier course on how to make threesomes happen with your woman.


All this and more can be found at my site for developing yourself into a personally and sensually powerful man.

www.Masterful-Lover.com

Give women incredible pleasure,

David Shade
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